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The opportunity
When you use a lot of energy, small changes can have a big impact. Our 
Continuous Energy Improvement initiative helps facilities like yours achieve 
lasting energy cost savings through simple, low- and no-cost behavioral and 
operational improvements. By providing personalized, step-by-step guidance, 
resources and yearly incentives, we can help embed energy efficiency into your 
organization’s culture. 
Recently, our CEI team helped the Bryant School District in Bryant, Arkansas, 
lower its overall electricity use by over 9.06%.

The initiative
During an initial engineering walk-through, the CEI team recommended  
several no-cost ways to improve energy efficiency during school breaks.  
These recommendations led to a daily shutdown checklist that included  
HVAC setbacks, turning off lights and unplugging unused equipment.
The team later recommended that the district perform some of the summer 
maintenance jobs, such as waxing the floors, earlier in the school year. By  
shifting the task to the cooler months, the district reduced the energy load  
on their air conditioning systems by around 20%. 

The results
To date, Bryant School District has saved around $38,200 in energy costs, 
qualifying the district for an estimated $11,420 annual incentive from Entergy 
Arkansas. The positive results also opened the door to additional energy- 
saving projects, including lighting retrofits, CoolSaver Tune-ups and smart 
thermostat installations.

How can we help your organization? 
Reach out to the CEI team at 501-265-0249 or cei.central@clearesult.com to find out. 
For more ways to save, visit entergyarkansas.com/citysmart or call our Energy 
Efficiency Solutions Center at 877-212-2420.
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